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Soft y-ray repeaters (SGRs) emit multiple, brief ( --0.1 -s) intense
outbursts of low-energy "/-rays. They are extremely rare _
three _'' are known in our Galaxy and one _ in the Large Magellanic
(_loud. Two SGRs are associated _-_ with young supernova rem-
nants (SNRs), and therefore most probably with neutron stars,
bt=t it remains a puzzle why SGRs are so different from 'normal'
radio pulsars. Here we report the discovery of pulsations in the
lWt sis/eat X-ray flux ofSGRIg06 - 20. with a period of 7.47 s and
a sF, indown rare of 2.6 x tO - s S yr - *. x,Ve _rgt,e that the splndown
is due to magnetlc dipole emission and find that the pulsar age and
(dipolar) magnetic field strength arc -1,500 years attd
x 10'_gauss, respectively. Our observations demonstrate the
existence of 'magnetars', neutron stars with magnetic fields about
100 tithes stronger than those of radio pulsars, and support earlier
suggestions U that SGR bursts are caused by neutron-star 'crust-
quakes' produced by magnetic stresses. The 'magnetar' birth rate
is about one per millennium_a substantial fraction of that of
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radio pu|sars. Thu'; Our restlh,.; illS)' expl;lill _ll_ _o_]ic '_\Ns II;l_t'
no radio pulsars..
SGRIgfl6- 20 'aec,m_c c×trcmely active bc_,,.cu (3c:,,.'-c: 1996
and November 1997, u. hen over 40 intt2flse bur>Is Ji1d n_:::_crous
weaker m_es were detected'" with the Burst And "l'rat_sier'l: 5,otuo.:
Experimem (BATSE) on board the Compton (;almu,_.i.Ltv Obser-
vatory (CG RO). _.*,'e observed SG R : gilts - 20 x,, _th :he h', ...i X- Ray"
Tinting Explutet (l_XTE) tlve tinms between 5 and tS X,,',e,'nber
1996, startirg five days after the first triggered hmst dctc.::.,n v.,_th
BATSE. (lr_formatinr_ art the drehival data trlut'_RXTF p¢...a, and
ASCA is available at http:/lheasarc.gsfcn,ls._ovl l)u:;::..:these.
observations'L the" .;ource elllllte¢'_ _t.'ries ot'nu thu rsts m ._ ?-. :_chtng
mode, never seen before. The intensity of the oull',urst,, a- well as
the 'bunching' mode. varied signil'tcantlv: n _-ot_ b_ :_- were
mterlaced with vcr)' intense onc_ and the rate ,_f bur-:.. _aried
from bLIflch tO hunch (S. Dieter:, cl ,I.. n)atva>Crq:,_, m pte?._:,_lion).
We made a period search of the data after excluding a]Z bursts
from the time series. The data were ',hen energy-selected for 2-
24 keV X-rays, background subtracted and binned at 11.3 s :esolu-
tion. The resulting light curve was searched f'_r per'.,,dlcities
between 0.03 and I Hz, by calculatir_g a fa';t-Fnurier-trat_sforn_
power spectaml (Fig. 1). The peaks in thc" .,,peetrutlt are centred
on the fundamental frequency of O. 13375 H/ (period of 7.4-635s)
and its first harmon,c at 0.26750 Hz. \_e find no significan: power in
any other frequency in the searched range. The prohabihtv that we
detect a ._ignal at the fundamental frequency tim, strong b. chance
coincidence is I × l(}- _ (taking into account the nun'_ber ,,f trials,
1.9 × l0 _', and the probability per trial, 5 x 10-'°).
To determine the fundamental period, all data sets x, erc thetx
corrected to the Solar System barycentre and scparately fi_lded at the
longest detected period of 7.476:35s, and suhharmmti,:.-: :.hereof.
These sub-harmonic Rflds showed muhiple 7.47635.:, b,t,l_,es, which
were identical, ,.vit.hh_ statistical errors. We therefore ctm,:l'.Me that
7.47655 s is the fundamental period.
To refine our period estimate, we have contbincd all I)rc<.',',rt iolta',
Counter Array (PCA) data and used a 'boot-slrapping" method, wi_ere
the [test period obtained /roln the shortest data span is t:.,.v'ti :o cotll'l[
c)mles and estimate the period over the next Ic, rlgcsl span ot',.ta:2, and -,o
Forth until a consistem period is found over the entire data -:e: This _
achieved bv cross-correlating the phase lblds frc,,u data suh-._!, u_ing
Our best period estimate arK| fitting the re_u t tg cmss-co:'relatmn
peaks with a gaussian: The phase offset is then converted t,, a tmae
difference, a new period is calculated and the p,oced,-e !, cmt-
rinued for the ne×t (longest) span of data. Our errors in the ,,triad
and period derivative were estimated by performing Mo,u:e Carh_
simulations of 25 data sets, whereby we added ga',,ssian n,.,ise with








\Vc fi,_dlh.H ._con.,t;mt perhbd cloe._n,l tit:he pulse arrivaltlrilcs
_,<F,.._l_.d we derived an epl;en_e,'is of the |,_d.,,e arrival times from the
m.m_um ,,: the phase-folded pulse light curve (see Fig. 2):
I
T,,,,,,(TtD) = T,, + NP + _PPN:
i where T., i., the reference time in truncated /ulian days
] (IID "-- _D - 2440000.5), 1" is the pul,,ar peri,Jd, P is the period
dctix,,ti_c and N is the number t_felapscd cycles since To. We find
H_,_t T'.. = tO3cj2.450071037(I)(T[D), P : 7.47655L(3)s and
l' - 2S(!,4) X I0 "xs''
L.;_ing this epheme:i% the correSpol'tdmg pulse profile of all the
t I',x'rE/PCA data msshown in Fig. 2a. The (kill amplitude atthe pulsed
flux m.,,1.0 : (t 2 countss " ' (between 2 and 24 keV). To estimate the
point s, urce COLIIlt rate, we htwe folded the spectrum derived _2 from
the observattons of the Japanese satellite ASCA of the persistent X-
ray source identified _' with SGRI806-20 through the detector
response of the RXTEIPCA. It predicts 3.gcountss -t for a point-
like source detected with PCA in the 2-24 keV range; the corre-
sprmding pulsed flux amplitude is _26%.
We have searched the archival ASCA data of SGRI806 - 20 for
the presence of a periodic sigmll over a period range that encom-
passed the original period and possible extrapolations given by our
P measurement. A significant signal was found in the 1993 data set
(epoch TJD9275.S5) at 7.46851 _ 0.0002Ss with full amplitude of
the pulsed flux _23%. The probability of this peak to appear by
cha;lce in the ASCA data is 3.6 x l0 -_, (taking into account the
number of trials, 377, and the probability per trial, 9.66 × }.0-r).
I:lgu re 2h shows tile pulse plofile of the ASCA folded light cu rye. We
have a marginal detection of the puls,ltion in the 1995 data set
f7.4738 _': ft.001 s, epoch TJD 10006.72). The ASCA and RXTFJ
PCA periods are conststent wilh a long-term average spindown
rate. 1_'--. (S.3 *- 0.3) × 10-"ss-'. The ASCA detection of the
periodicity clearly associates the period with SGR]806- 20 rather
than will z a hitherto unknown pulsar within the 1° field of view of
the R.XTFJ PeA.
The period we have found in SGR1806 - 20 is very sitnilar to the
S.0-s period foun.d _ in SGR0526-,66 dttring a three-minute
interval following its extremely strmlg 5 March 1979 burst. This
strongly suggests that the mechanism that produces SGR events Js
associatecl with a particular type of slowly rotating neutron stars.
"_,'hat v, rhe cner_y _t,t.cc ,_f the <fIR qt,ic,<c:'_cc and h:i:',r
emission? The (unahs_rbed) flux t2-1t) kcV) ,q d_e quics¢,tnt
emission from SCRI806 - 20 me.lsured;: _,tth .-\SCA is
I X 10-_tergcm:s' Assuming isotropic em_s,;ton ,Ind a
distance I' for SGRIS06 - 20 of _ 14 kpc, the 2-l0 keV ]uminostty
of the source mS Lg.=w "" 2 X l'h'" ergs "t . Sin',il,mriy. the
SGR1806- 20 burst peak lummosit)' (25-60kc\1 corresponds
to _104lergs -_, which is _ 10 _ times higher than the Eddington
luminosi:y ofa iletitrot| .,tar of 1.4 saint nlasses { I4 .\1 ; Two I_ pc',
of enerb-_/sources have been proposed to explain the e:'vh:,.,,ion from
SGRs: accretion, and energy released by the decay of tile magtletic
field ofa stron_Ay ( _ IO I' G) magnetized mleutr_h :,tar. a ,o.catied _
'magnetar'. (Rotational energ'y loss, E,,,, ms Hot sufficient to explain
the observed X-ray ktmmosityofSGR1806 - 20 For the observed P
and P we find E,,. " 10 _ ergs" _ two orders of n'_agntttlde below
L.gcg). As we argue below, the "magnetar' model is the only one that
can account for the observed properties ofSGRIS06 - 20.
SGR1806-20 has been identified with the SNRGI00-0.3,
whose radio morphology is that ofa plerton _ (a synchrotron nebula
powered by the relativistic wind of a young pulsart: this suggests
that it is centrally powered by a compact source. The X-ray
spectrum _ of the ASCA persistent source is a power law with
photon index 2.2, and hydrogen column density,
N H -----6 x 10_cm -:. It does not show the emission lines com-
monly seen ill SNRs, which shows that the contribution frotTt
shocked gas is relatively small alld further supports the idea that
it is art (X-ray) pterion. In addition, radio observatiorts" of
SGRI806 -- 20 show varying Spatial structure at an angular scale
of several arcseconds, perhaps a jet. All the above observations
indicate that the SNR is powered bya wind of iclatrvistic parric/e_
Thompson and Duncan _ estimate that the particle lumJtlosity, L,
from SGR1806 - 20 is of the order of 10_:ergs -_.
The coi,_cidence of SGRI806 - 20 with a;1 LBV (ref. 181. a rare
type of evolved massive star, raises the possibility that the SGR
persistent X-ray luminosity is caused hy accretion froth the LBV
stellar wind. Accretion-powered emission, however, can be exch.lded
by the following argument _, for reasonable (L. Kaper, personal
communication) parameters of the LBV (wind velocity
V,., _S00kms-', mass loss rate _10 -_Moyr -_, radius _i00
solar radii, and the distance a between the two stars ,_ 10L_Cm):
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* h_,,;.:kc[:lcn'Lllcc'.cr_c(_bvtheTL'[,It_'¢i>l_c wind},t_werHl_,th¢
]:dll_lil ]".,,qd ---" LJ('l_'_i,,) L,i 1.2 ,": I(l'dyncm : This
_uc_,tH'c exceeds the .,.lellJr whld rdl}l pressure (P,,.. -----
,;,,V_, _ 25dyncm-", where p,,.is the density in the wind] by
,dmo<t iwo orders nf rnj_nitude. Thus, even if the SGR source
were m a binary _;y.,.;em wl_h d.,e I.BV, accretion is highly unlikely to
Iile radio data. however, mJy provide evidence For the orbiMI
_,cr:od of the .system, that could be confirmed wilh a long.term
i_:_uHorin_ofth¢ source with RXTE. Frail elal." report that the iet-
h,_( qr_:c_'ure asSOChlh:d with the pIerioi: has rotated by 50 ° over an
.stcrval of 1.4 yr. It _Spossible that this StrllC(llre is the reSlllt Of a
n_agv,etotail of SGRI 8(16 - 213 producc'd by tt_e strong wind of the
LU,V. In -_ueh a case, we wt)nld expect the system orhita/period to be
_,r ;he order of 10yr.
This leaves us with the magnetar model. Because in this model
rotatic)na[ losses do operate on the neutron star, we can estimate
the spmdown pulsar age, r, and magnetic field, B, from its
period and perj._ derivative, according to_*: r = P12t _ and
H = 3.2 x IO;'_/PP. respectively, Substituting the above values
for p _nci for fl_e long-term P we find r-, 1,500yr and
li-_ ,_ X IO"C,. Thon-_pson and Blaes _' have shown that these
fi_rmul,!e are of approxhnate wflidity only wheo the particle ]umin-
_sitv f_ont a neutron star is much lower than its standard magnetic
dipole luminosity. In particular, when ti_e particle pressure is
i_igh enough to exceed tl_e dipole pressure inside the light cylinder
of the neutron shm the magnetic field lines will be combed out
beyond n radius R r, where R_,llt_s _, (B_R_scl2L,,) TM. Here Bo and
/_,_ are the dipote magnetic field and the neutron star radius,
_cspcctivciy. This raises the magnetic field strength at the light
cylinder, and therefore _he magne|ic dipole torque. Following their
analysis, we find for the magnetic field and spindown age of
SGRIaO6 20, _2 X IO_G and _8,000yr, respectively. The
lauer value is in good agreement with an earlier age estimate '_ of
_lO.000yr for GI0.0-0.3 based on angular diameter versus
surface hrighmess algument.
The magnetic field value is the highest measured so far (its
uncorrected value _s smdlar m that estimated _r for GB790305 and
fl_r:: I F. 1841 - 045 in the young SNR Kes 73); it supports the model
for SG Rs developed by Thompson and Duncan'. According to these
workers, the SGR bursts are triggered by cracking of the neutron-
:,tar crust caused by magnetic stresses, which leads to sudden
injection of AI6,4n waves into the magnetosphere, particle accel-
eratmn, and formatton oran optically thick pair plasma. Very high
magnetic fields would explaEu the super-Eddington luminositie-<_ of
SGRs. hv suppressing the electron scattering cross-section of
photons by at factor =B-'. In addition, the decay of the magnetic
field heats the neutron-slat interior, giving rise to persistent thermal
soft X-ray emiss;on from the surface. Superstrong fields also lead to
rapid spindown of a neutron star, which after a time interval of the
order of 104 yr will rotate at a period in the 1O-s range. Thus, unless
G t0.0- 0.3 is not a pierionic 5NR, the conclusion that
SGRIa06 - 20 is a magnetar seems unavoidable.
SGRs have several striking similarities with a small group of X-ray
pulsars (only --6 sources are known so far), called 'anomalous' X-
ray pulsars (AXPs):: _;, which are verydifferent from normal binary
X-ray pulsars, with respect to their spin period distribution (aU
between 6 and 12 s), their very soft X-ray spectra, and the absence
of evide._.e for a binary companion. Several AXPs are associated
with young SNRs; their very small distances to the galactic plane
Shows that AXPs are likewise recently formed ncutron stars:L Non-
detection of orbhal Doppler shifts in their X-ray pulsations indi-
cates that _f they have companions, these must be very low-mass
.';tar.,;.
The accretion model of AXPs fails to explain the narrow dis-
tribution of their observed pulse periods ,_nd X-ray luminosities. In
tl_e magnetar model thc observed limited period range reflects
letters to nature
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that Ihc ,W,c r.m_c ,',_.-\XP< - [_l"Rcd..Io, d "at _,_ .1:ag1_ctlc.
dipoie sp._duwn the _p,n p_.,d ,,,ncs rather .iov.,i/ x"llll tlllle r
as t _':. For a part:c_dar model _,t _hc /3-field dc,.ax, r hunq.)snn and
Duncan" hr,d for the period I' _ (') s)l:L R_M ::(tll{)' yr) *": .lltd
the X.ray luminosity L. "= 5 " Io'_(tllCi _ ytq ': ' erg _ ' (_he latter
expression depcllds SOl'ltewhdl till dclads I)t the ilCl.l,tr('_lt St,if
equation of _,tate) Here B,.- tttlO'_G, R.. = /,_._Jtl)'cm, a¢ld
ML_=,_.l_s/l.4 M. The observed X-ray ltm_mosi=_c_ a_ld H.n periods
therefore follow naturaip," from _he model.
Accordillg tO ,I prev,o_ :,'a_ ,Iv,_. the tot,d n-:ml_e, ,,IsGI,'_, it]
our galaxy is "_ 7. It' :he age estimate ot SGRISO(, - 2. =s {yl'lC,,I
for these objects, lhc:r birlh rate _s ,_f the ,,rder ,)t oY+e per
millennium, that is, _I0% o( tl_c birth rate at :mrm,,I radio
pulsars"_k Neutron stars with superstrong masnetic Iields may.
therefore, Constitute a non-ncgiigd'qe fra_.llt',n of l/¢'wlv formed
neutron slars and account t+_+r,+t least part _,t" tilt" discrepancy
between the birth rates of core-collapse supernovae and of radio
pulsars :_. It is unclear whether these magnctars represent fl_e taft of a
very broad neutron-star magnetic-field distribution, or whether
they form a separate class of yt_tlngneutron ._tars with .uperstrong
magnetic fields•
We point out that the value ,ff P/P of SGRIaOo- 2(1 _s smaller
than any of the values (only five measured so tJrl f(,,AXPs. This
may suggest that SGRs are the earliest phase in the evolution of
magnetars, followed by a phase in which they appear as ,\XPs. [_
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